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Q.I Answer the following questions with the correct choice. (Each of 1 Mark) (3) 
(1 The point of a network where three or more circuit elements are connected is 

known as .......... point. ~? SCief1 . 

(a) junction (b) node (c) branch (d) mesh. (f/./··-··<~ ~\\ 
(2) Wh ich of these bridges is used to determine capacitance of a capacitor? (: ( LIBRARY I g)f 

(a) Kelvin br.id~e (b). ScheI~ing. bridge (~) Hay bridge (d) Maxwell brid~e~~··~_ .. _.::*! 
For a transmISSIOn gratlllg, WIth ll1crease In spectrum order (n), the resolvmg ~~I' (3) 
power ...... . 

(a) becomes infinite (b) decreases (c) increases (d) remains unchanged 

Q.2 Answer any TWO. (Each of2 Mark) (4) 
(1) State Superposition principle and explain its importance. 

(2) Draw the circuit of ac bridge and state expressions for its balancing conditions. 

(3) There are total 40 ,000 Ii nes (i .e. N) rulcd on a plane transmission grating. 
Determine its resolvi ng pmver in the second order (i .e. n=2). 

Q.3 With a suitable diagram cxplain what is a network and define various network (6) 

terms i.e. network terminology. 
OR 

Q.3 'vVith a suitable diagram exp lain mesh and mesh current. Explain mesh current (6) 

method for analysis of a three mesh network. 

Q.4 With necessa ry diagram expla in construction ane! \vorking of Hay bridge. (6) 

Mention its importance. 
OR 

Q.4 What is a Wein Bridge? With necessary diagram explain its working and (6) 

discuss its parameters. 

Q.5 State principle of Michelson interferometer. Exp lai n construction and worki ng (6) 

of a Michelson intci"ferometer. 
OR 

Q.5 Define resolving power of 3 prism and derive expressio n for it. (6) 
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